Talon International Inc.
Position: Prepress | Production Artist
Location: Los Angeles, Ca
Job Description:
Prepress/production artist needed with both technical and creative skills in a fast-paced, detailoriented work environment. Must be proficient with Adobe Creative Suite, QuarkXPress and
Microsoft Office. Applicant needs experience troubleshooting files and preparing them for
traditional print environments as well as textile print / weaving. 3-5 years’ experience in graphic
design
Experiential and 3D rendering experience
Exceptional understanding of typography, visual hierarchy, color theory and design principles
Able to work from concept through to final production
In-Depth proficiency with the Adobe Creative Suite
Solid understanding of UX/UI
Strong computer skills with the ability to troubleshoot technical issues
Personal Attributes:
Awareness: You are a self-starter and are always two steps ahead. You have the ability to
observe and anticipate needs by being aware of trends and new content. You proactively offer
suggestions to promote efficiency.
Goal oriented: You are able to set your own goals based on internal and external team needs
without sacrificing creativity and flexibility.
Organized: Organization is key as every day comes with new and interesting opportunities. You
are focused and pay close attention to details.
Professionalism and Discretion: You maintain a high degree of discretion in all aspects of work
and display courtesy and professionalism in all interactions and with all contacts
(internal/external and personal/professional). Be personable and professional.
Unflappable: You are able to pause and laugh briefly at unexpected occurrences before quickly

taking action and leveraging your exceptional problem solving skills to make sure everything is
seamless. You also learn from these occurrences (whatever they are) and take proactive
measures to avoid a recurrence.
Flexible: You understand things change. You perform various duties depending on shifting
needs and are willing to pitch in wherever is needed.
Attitude: Good vibes only, you will be expected to maintain a positive attitude and calm
demeanor. You will operate with the highest levels of honesty and integrity.

